Across
2 Esophagram drink
3 Father of CT (and its attenuation units)
5 Campaign for radiation safety in pediatric imaging
8 X-ray, gamma ray
9 Ultrasound - fast flow/ slow flow/ any flow?
10 LLQ pain, findings on CT
11 "Hot sugar" - glucose analogue in PET scanning
12 B-HCG 5000, "empty" endometrium on ultrasound
14 Ultrasound technique - ovaries and adnexae
16 Imaging modality: electromagnetic waves but NO radiation

Down
1 MRI Contrast
4 Annual ________ mammogram = NO symptoms
6 + Psoas sign, findings on CT
7 What IV contrast shows (normal or pathological)
13 Dr. Roentgen
15 The "A" in CAT scan